Synopsis of Changes to University Senate Rules
(August 2022 – December 2022)

Throughout
- Shortened “University of Kentucky” in most instances to “the University”
- Clarifications throughout

Section 1: The University Senate
- Change to sections on academic councils and Senate committees – revised thoroughly to clarify membership and authority
- Deletion of SR 1.4.4.1 (“Senate Advisory Committee on the Faculty Code”) – Senate committee cannot discipline faculty

Section 3: Programs, Courses, and Curriculum Procedures
- New 3.1.1.3 (“Badges”) – added language describing a new credential
- Change to 3.1.3 (“Procedures for Processing Academic Programs and Changes”) – changes throughout to reflect changes made in Section 1
- Change to 3.2.3 (“Procedures for Processing Courses and Changes in Courses”) – changes throughout to reflect changes made in Section 1

Section 5: Rules Relating to Attending the University
- Change to 5.2.5.6 (“Prep Days and Reading Days”) – changed from referring to a “week” to the specific types of days and broke passage into smaller sections

Section 7: Code of Faculty Responsibilities
- Deleted sections related to the Senate Advisory Committee on the Faculty Code

Section 9: Glossary of Terms
- New 9.13 (“Grade Point Average (GPA)”) – added existing definition
- New 9.14 (“Quality Points”) – newly added
- New 9.23 (“Quality Points”) – added existing definition